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What happened to January?

Well, they say time flies when you are

having fun, but I cannot believe we are

already in February.

 
With the gallery closed during January, it

gave me the chance to spend some quality

time in the studio to put the final touches to

ten new paintings for my next exhibition in

March. I am sharing the gallery with Emily,

a wonderful equestrian artist who, like me,

has a love of fine art and horse racing.

Details about the forthcoming show are

featured later in the newsletter but I hope

many of you will drop in to see us.
 
Although the gallery has not been in use,
rather than have an empty window, I
decided to hang a few works by two
wonderful artists, Leanne Pearce and Jo
Hatton.
 
I asked Jo what inspired her to paint
‘Summer Evening, Richmond Park’.

“Growing up by Richmond Park gave me a

deep-rooted affiliation with its beauty and

natural serenity. All through my childhood I

loved to explore. In the summer some parts

become flooded with huge stretches of long

grass that in the mellow light of the setting

sun become bathed in a rich golden glow. I

love the sensation of being immersed in

light in this way and in order to paint

‘Summer Evening, Richmond Park’ I lay

deep amongst the grass looking up as you

might do as a child - feeling hidden,

magical.
 
"I hope this painting evokes this feeling of
immersion – the smells, the sound and
sensation of the grass moving, the gentle
fading sun. A treasured moment in time.”
 
If you are interested in purchasing ‘Summer
Evening, Richmond Park’ either contact
Sixteen Gallery or Jo Hatton directly at Jo-
Hatton@hotmail.com.  

'Summer Evening, Richmond Park'. Oil on canvas. Price: £1,100.

What's happening this month?

Beautiful Places
25th February - 5th March

Our first official exhibit of 2022 is coming to

Sixteen Gallery later this month!
 
Artists Lauren Clark and Maike Nielsen will
be sharing the gallery space to exhibit their
"Beautiful Places" show.
 
The show focuses on various styles of
landscape art including urban landscapes
and seascapes.

Read more

What's happening next month?

The Art of Horse Racing
10th - 23rd March

An unexpected collaboration between two local artists Emily Johnson, a rising talent on
Cheltenham’s art scene, and Andy Owen-Smith, gallery owner and oil painter, celebrates one
of horse racing's premier festivals at Cheltenham.
 
Through a shared passion for fine art and horse racing, the exhibition explores a range of
diverse styles and subject matter. A truly one-of-a-kind experience and one not to miss.

Read more

Our World
24th - 30th March

Our World is an upcoming exhibition at

Sixteen Gallery featuring an exciting

mixture of artists who create art in unique

styles. The show focuses on themes of

animals, nature and environments.

Read more

Visit our website for gallery and exhibition news

Sixteen Gallery website

Follow us
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